VR COVID Selections -- Notes
A more detailed account of the qualifications of each expert is given at the first interview in the full
videos. There is a full PDF transcript of all the videos, full audios (if you want to listen while you work),
a PDF Essential Guide to Covid, a PDF titled TEN MEDICAL FACTS REGARDING THE COVID-19
EXPERIMENTAL VACCINES by Dr. Shelley Cole, Medical Director AFLDS, and a PDF of this
document included in the USB stick.
The selections below have been made to condense over 26 hours of video to just under 2 hours in order to
fit on one DVD. This should give an overview of many of the high points and perhaps give a sample of
the different speakers from which to choose any further viewing. Using the Video numbers and the time
of each selection below, you can go to the point in the full videos where each selection is taken from in
order to see the full context. Obviously, with only about 8% covered there is much to explore, if desired.
I have added links to supplemental online information related to many selections. These notes can be
shared separate from the VRCovid series since the links are independent of the series content.
Please let me know if you find errors, bad links, censored links, or have questions/suggestions.
Rob Bjerk
Video 01

robbjerk@gmx.com 217-629-8336
(Full length: 2:40:04

Dr. Patrick Gentempo: Host

Selections:13:59)

00:00 - 04:52

Dr. Zach Bush: Triple-certified M.D. - Interview (1st of 2 parts)
19:46 The inaccuracy of the PCR test
*Related video: https://www.wnd.com/2020/12/fauci-admitted-widely-used-covid-test-picks-harmlessdead-virus/
*Article: https://thehighwire.com/lower-cases-imminent-as-who-drops-the-charade-of-erroneous-pcrtest-protocol/
26:49 Intelligent, caring physcians can make serious errors due to the narrative
37:52 The flu vaccine increases the risk of other illness, including from coronavirus
39:55 The Chinese situation was greatly overestimated
41:19 CDC, NIH, WHO need to publish the data accurately
Del Bigtree: Medical Journalist - Interview (1st of 2 parts)
His website - (https://thehighwire.com/ -- highly recommended!)
53:22 Over a thousand FOIA requests submitted
55:22 Pharmaceutical lobby is number one -- twice the size of oil and gas lobby
1:08:53 Covid vaccine recommended but never tested on pregnant women
1:12:26 Dr. Fauci: Covid vaccine will not stop infection or transmission
1:37:40 Dr. Vladimir Zelenko: HQ could’ve saved hundreds of thousands
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. - Lawyer - Interview
His website - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/ (You may disagree on some issues, but his involvement
with vaccines was not something he desired, but something he reluctantly pursued due to overwhelming
evidence encountered in his other investigations. The Covid-19 articles on this site are fact-filled and
compelling. Again, highly recommended!)

1:53:29 Covid crisis is being used by those who benefit from it
1:57:29 10,000 extra African children dying every month from covid responses
*Crucial consideration - life years lost: https://www.brighteon.com/aea99c41-1859-4ebd-96bf1bf240a7d931
2:06:00 Don’t trust the experts -- listen and evaluate
2:09:38 Dr. Fauci has been in power for 50 years because of his political skill
* Focus on Fauci -- Panel including Robert Kennedy, Jr. discussing Dr. Fauci’s shady background:
https://www.brighteon.com/a3cd41e2-c8b1-40c9-b440-2b27a7e59d7a
2:11:00 Unemployment alone will cause more deaths than covid
2:30:54 Dr. Fauci’s hostility to non-patentable medications. Hydroxycholoroquine. Ivermectin.
Excellent interviews! Dr. Pierre Kory on Ivermectin: C-Span: https://www.c-span.org/video/?5070351/medical-response-covid-19# YouTube: https://youtu.be/eeYoXGoh96w
2:31:31 Funding influenced by self-interest
2:32:22 Hydroxycholoroquine. Ivermectin. Many studies for. Questionable studies against.
2:35:33 Dr. Fauci has this before. Don’t treat him as a saint, but as a pharma shill.
* “casedemic” (no corresponding deaths) vs epidemic: https://youtu.be/Gadc-it3Dec
Video 02

(Full length: 29:42

Selections: 5:26)

Andrew Wakefield M.D. - Bonus Interview (1st of 2 Parts)
Vaxxed and Vaxxed II are rivetting films: https://vaxxedthemovie.com/
Dr. Wakefield also produced a newly released film on the 1986 act which removed all liability for vaccine
safety from the pharmaceutical companies: https://7thchakrafilms.com/watch-soon
(I have copies of each video that I will lend for a day -- Rob Bjerk 217-629-8336)
9:03 CDC scientist William Thompson confesses to MMR study fraud
10:30 Black boys were at greater risk of autism from MMR vaccine
14:15 The 1986 Act shielded vaccine makers from liability for vaccine injuries
15:30 Mandatory vaccines brought big money but no responsibility for harm
21:13 Fear is a powerful marketing tool
25:14 All the major vaccine manufacturers are convicted felons from past deceptions
Video 03

(Full length: 2:06:46

Selections: 5:27)

Dr. Andrew Kaufman - Forensic Psychiatrist - Interview (1st of 2 parts)
35:21 Death certificates and financial incentives
Andrew Wakefield M.D. - Interview
53:29 Genetic engineering with no liability
1:06:22 Quarantines, social distancing and new strains of virus
Related videos: https://youtu.be/_DOwDAbibQI and https://youtu.be/CPmWYFlUK54
1:13:16 Oral polio vaccine causes polio
1:18:14 DPT vaccine killed more children than it saved
John Stockton - NBA Hall of Fame - Interview
1:32:24 Intro
1:34:39 Following the rules, no outbreaks, but gyms and opportunities are closed

What we should have done instead! Delores Cahill PhD: https://www.brighteon.com/fbb831a6-7acb4cce-886f-9d00e516f548
Video 04

(Full length: 41:22

Selections: 9:55)

Del Bigtree - Medical Journalist - Bonus Interview (1st of 2 Parts)
His website - (https://thehighwire.com/ -- highly recommended!)
2:13 Producer on CBS for daytime talk show “The Doctors”
4:09 No media coverage of confession of CDC MMR fraud story
6:38 Two peer-reviewed sources for every report
9:44 Parent interviews of autism caused by vaccines
12:09 None of the vaccines were tested against a saline placebo
13:19 2017 NIH meeting including Dr. Fauci: “We will never do that study.”
* Here is the presentation given to Dr. Fauci at the NIH. Watch and compare your responses to those
of Dr. Fauci and others from NIH, FDA, CDC: https://youtu.be/RJh3TiCFJH4
16:24 Doing the “vaxxed vs unvaxxed” study would answer the question
22:09 Harvard Medical study: less than 1% of vaccine injuries are reported
VAERS data for Covid Vaccines: https://vaxxter.com/the-covid-vaccines-part-1/
26:10 Trillion dollar liability? Who is liable?
29:01 Paralyzed health institutions
31:41 Catastrophic results on all previouw coronavirus attempts
33:18 Philippine Dengue vaccine deaths
40:12 Worst case scenario?
Video 05

(Full length: 2:06:37

Selections: 10:51)

Christiane Northrup M.D. - Interview
34:19 Paul Thomas M.D. did “vaxxed vs unvaxxed study” and lost license
https://www.jeremyrhammond.com/2021/03/26/oregon-medical-board-suspends-dr-paul-thomas-forpracticing-informed-consent/
36:04 Scott Jensen M.D. censored for questioning death certificate changes
53:47 Pam Popper “Make America Free Again” - New approach to lawsuits
57:14 Dangers of Gardasil - Look before you leap
Tammy Clark and Kristen Meghan - Environmental Toxicology - Interview
1:08:52 OSHA’s Respiratory Protection Program - Masks and Respirators
1:15:40 Surical masks only designed to protect open wounds from droplets
1:16:51 Multiple tests show a surgical mask will not stop virus spread
1:23:46 Randomized Controlled Tests are the only scientific tests to rely on
*Don’t Miss! Sound science on masks: https://themodelhealthshow.com/maskfacts
1:27:55 Oxygen reduction from masks can affect children’s brain development
1:28:23 Impeded gas exchanges can affect hemoglobin and renal function
1:30:06 Masks can cause increased bacterial pneumonia and mouth infections
1:32:35 Cloth masks can cause cross and self contamination
1:40:56 Governments have based mandates on opinion pieces, not studies
2:03:43 Thank you.
*Excellent online interview: https://thehighwire.com/videos/mask-whistleblowers-tell-all/
Related article: https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/04/28/twitter-censors-peer-

reviewed-mask-study.aspx
Video 06

(Full length: 23:48

Selections: 2:33)

Andrew Wakefield M.D. - Bonus Interview (2nd of 2 Parts)
3:56 Contaminated vaccine cell lines
9:27 The CDC is one of the buyers and distributors of vaccines
Video 07

(Full length: 2:03:38

Selections: 4:34)

Brian Hooker PhD (Biochemical Engineering) - Interview
Note: Dr. Hooker is the one to whom Dr. William Thompson confessed the fraudulent CDC MMR
autism studies
47:40 Covid vaccines are poor at preventing infection or transmission
56:20 Polyethelene glycol (PEG) in vaccines may provoke allergic reactions
Tom O’Bryan M.D. https://thedr.com/about/ - Interview
Note: watch Dr. O’Bryan’s full presentation to get full details and precautions on any general information
he discloses. Consult with your health practitioner for the suitability of general information for your
personal health condition.
1:24:59
1:30:24
1:31:52
1:38:07
1:46:47

Vitamin D and recent Covid-19 study in Indonesia
HLA-DRB1 gene puts 30% of European descendants at risk to reaction
Caution on Covid vaccine for children due to risk of adjuvant reactions
Polyphenols - eat the colors of the rainbow - Zinc - Hydroxychloroquine
Four studies on vitamin C

Video 08

(Full length: 47:24

Selections: 3:05)

Del Bigtree - Medical Journalist - Bonus Interview (2nd of 2 Parts)
His website - (https://thehighwire.com/ -- highly recommended!)
4:45 Russia, China, AstraZeneca and the vector virus vaccine approach raises risk of HIV
13:35 America’s Frontline Doctors -17 million views - FaceBook, YouTube, Twitter censor it
https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org (recommended)
https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com/wp-content/uploads/AFLDS-10-Facts-ExperimentalVaccine-Cole-4-12-21.pdf
28:51 Flu shot didn’t protect against flu but increased risk for other respiratory infections 440%
38:00 Ford Medical Center estimated hydroxychloroquine would have cut deaths in half
39:10 Those who blocked use of effective, inexpensive therapies should be prosecuted
Video 09

(Full length: 2:06:23

Selections: 4:17)

Dr. Andrew Kaufman - Forensic Psychiatrist - Interview (2nd of 2 parts)
6:49 Datasets even in Covid show really no evidence of asymptomatic spread
Related videos: https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/286920
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/fitness/dr-fauci-says-asymptomatic-spread-of-covid-19-is-not-rare/viBB15peq4 “cause us to believe” “likely” “not quantified”

https://www.brighteon.com/76550c4f-51fd-41c2-8811-612650d11184 (under 3 minutes)
https://www.wnd.com/2020/12/study-asymptomatic-spread-covid-19-not-significant/
7:28 Not one controlled trial has ever shown reducing disease from masks
8:19 Psychological harm from masks is worse for children
10:32 Masks can cause serious developmental issues in children
36:41 Fraudulent science can be used to manipulate over and over again
James Lyons-Weiler PhD - Interview (1st of 3 Parts) https://jameslyonsweiler.com
1:01:04 CDC has been cooking data on respiratory infections since 2014
1:02:20 Dr. Deborah Birx: died with Covid-19 = died from Covid-19
Ben Tapper D.C. - Interview
1:51:57 Draconian measures against small businesses - 95% of economy
What can individuals, businesses, and organizations do? https://www.thehealthyamerican.org
Video 10

(Full length: 41:39

Selections: 9:43)

Rashid Buttar M.D. - Bonus Interview (1st of 2 Parts) https://www.drbuttar.com
9:06 Even “thimerosal free” vaccines still have mercury in them
11:27 Thimerosal is ethyl mercury
12:53 Congressman Dan Burton asked for criminal sanctions to be brought against the heads of the FDA
and FTC. No media, not even C-Span, covered it.
15:00 Nothing degrades the neural fibril like mercury (see video here)
16:58 God designed the immune system to prepare for future antigen encounters
19:18 Seroconversion does not start until at least six months old, or even teenage
23:46 Why give a shot at birth when the immune system can’t seroconvert yet?
30:56 There are good people at the CDC, but they must buck profit considerations
35:39 Injections do not prime the immune system as well as natural immunity
* ‘Vaccine Secrets’: What Parents Should Know Before They Vaccinate Their Kids
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccine-secrets-parents-should-know-before-vaccinate/
Video 11

(Full length: 1:40:04

Selections: 7:10)

James Lyons-Weiler PhD - Interview (2nd of 3 Parts) https://jameslyonsweiler.com
15:06 Quaternary amonia compounds used for cleaning may cause birth defects
16:29 “Quats” and “QACs” should not be used in home, schools, or businesses
Thomas Cowan M.D. - Interview
1:22:19 PCR test is not intended for the diagnosis of coronavirus infection
1:25:36 Understanding the difference between absolute and relative risk reduction
1:28:10 Moderna vaccine risk reduction: Relative 94.5% Absolute < 1%
What if I have been vaccinated? Are there precaustions to take? https://www.brighteon.com/6f387b267e67-42bb-b7fb-f42ee79e7466
Video 12

(Full length: 32:35

Selections: none included

Rashid Buttar M.D. - very interesting discussion of autism but no selections used
Video 13

(Full length: 1:42:26

Selections: 9:45)

James Lyons-Weiler PhD - Interview (3rd of 3 Parts) https://jameslyonsweiler.com
7:12 Moderna and Dr. Fauci convinced the FDA they didn’t need animal trials
10:58 Pathogenic priming and disease enhancement
14:36 Pfizer and Moderna eventually did do animal studies, but with minimal examination of organs that
could potentially be affected
30:54 Declaration of outbreak, epidemic, or pandemic releases legislative funding
31:47 This should be a story in it’s own right due to the connection with funding
32:28 Medical error has generally been no. 3 cause of death. Now it may be no. 1
36:53 Kids should never mask. They do not transmit. It affects learning.
39:38 If you want to be healthy, don’t trap pathogens near your mouth and nose
45:23 Dr. Paul Thomas’ vaxxed vs unvaxxed study: vaxxed are far less healthy
https://vaxxter.com/new-survey-of-vaccine-free-group-exposes-long-term-impact-of-vaccination-policieson-public-health-by-greg-glaser-and-pat-oconnell/
49:21 Vaccinated had 50 fold increase in ADHD and doctor visits
https://www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/groundbreaking-study-shows-unvaccinated-children-are-healthierthan-vaccinated-children
Rashid Buttar M.D. - Interview https://www.drbuttar.com
1:24:57 Pirbright Corp. controlled by Bill Gates has 2019 patent on COVID virus
Video 14

(Full length: 39:35

Selections: none)

Dr. Zach Bush: Triple-certified M.D. - Bonus Interview (1st of 2 parts)
Video 15

(Full length: 2:11:44

Selections: 4:59)

Judy Mikovits PhD - Interview
9:22 Her PhD thesis defended a life-saving new approach to AIDS treatment
11:26 Her research has value in dealing with COVID-19
19:22 Do not activate your immune system by putting on a mask or getting a shot
Same playbook, different person: https://truthinmedia.com/ep-24-one-on-one-dr-judy-mikovits/
Millions of views before censored: https://freedomplatform.tv/plandemic-indoctornation-world-premiere/
See also https://plandemicseries.com
Colton Hall PharmD - Interview
1:56:26 Covid vaccines are unapproved but authorized for emergency use.
1:57:39 Relative (~95%) & absolute (< 1%) risk reduction for the Pfizer vaccine.
2:01:47 Diagnosis was very subjective
2:04:10 A high percentage of significant adverse reactions to the COVID shot
*Crucial Article: https://thehighwire.com/videos/how-effective-is-the-covid-19-vaccine/
Video 16

(Full length: 34:00

Selections: 1:34)

Dr. Zach Bush: Triple-certified M.D. - Bonus Interview (2nd of 2 parts)
8:17 Vaccines have been preempted from any efficacy data since the 1986, 88 legislation
9:36 2017 military study showed flu shots related to higher other airborne illness the next year
19:14 The use of Roundup correlates with disruption of glycine physiology that controls viruses
20:15 Glycine critical in the making of a “scissors” that chops up virus DNA & RNA sequences
Video 17

(Full length: 1:43:39

Selections: 6:51)

Dr. Zach Bush: Triple-certified M.D. - Interview (2nd of 2 parts)
23:34 American has 4% of global population, but over 20% of deaths from this pandemic
30:45 Since the 1950’s every new vaccine has been followed by increased autoimmune disease
31:18 Autoimmune is your body attacking itself: like rheumatoid arthritis & type 1 diabetes, etc.
31:51 Artificial changes in the adaptive immune system can confuse the innate immune system
32:22 We are about to do something terrifying as far as potential 3 to 5 year consequences
Note: Drs. Bush and Lyons-Weiler hold an evolutionary view that is commonly held. However, natural
selection is also compatible with creationism. The theory of evolution is increasingly challenged by new
developments. For example, see this discussion on genetic entropy presented at an NIH forum:
https://kgov.com/genetic-entropy. https://rsr.org Also see https://scripturalscrutiny.com/2017/04/06/294/
Mary Holland - Legal Scholar - Interview (works with https://childrenshealthdefense.org )
53:51 Vaccine laws got horrendously worse in 1986 when Pharma was shielded from liability
https://1986theact.com/watch/
1:00:07 PREP Act - emergency use product related to pandemic are exempt from liability
1:27:54 Pfizer has not made the raw data from trials available
1:30:25 Clinical trials have started on children. Will vaccine be mandated in 22-23 school year?
related link: https://thehighwire.com/videos/pfizers-child-covid-vaccine-trial/
1:35:16 Understanding of what fascism and communism really mean is much greater in Europe
1:37:16 Don’t depend on Europe to defend freedom. Europe hopes the U.S. will wake up soon
Video 18

(Full length: 34:58

Selections: 11:27)

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. - Lawyer - Bonus Interview (1st of 2 Parts) https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
4:47 Flu shot makes you 6x more likely to transmit the flu and does not lessen hospitalizations
16:12 U.S. is 1 of only 2 countries that permit direct to consumer pharmaceutical ads.
Recent example of media manipulation: https://youtu.be/vg4aUqjH4N4?t=324
25:15 Dr. Fauci has been involved with Moderna since 2010. Bill Gates has invested heavily.
*Related video: https://www.corbettreport.com/who-is-bill-gates-full-documentary-2020/
24:22 Dr. Fauci got half $billion federal funding for Moderna. Watch for how the trials went.
26:46 Dr. Sanjay Gupta and Ian Haydn hide the facts from the public. Quite a story. . .
Video 19

(Full length: 1:32:12

Selections: 1:13)

Mitch Fleischer M.D. - Interview
14:41 Hospital ventilators produce positive end expiratory pressure which worsens lung hypoxia
40:19 Getting an infection naturally creates much longer immunity than a vaccine
46:46 Dr. Fauci - Wear the mask and social distance after the vaccine - no immunity imparted

Jane Barlow-Christiansen Herbalist (No selections are from her interview)
Video 20

(Full length: 59:11

Selections: 2:45)

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. - Lawyer - Bonus Interview (2nd of 2 Parts)
4:42 Google (under Alphabet) is invested in vaccines and a $760 million partnership with Glaxo
5:38 Zuckerberg, Chan, Gates, WHO, Poynter, PolitiFact, Microsoft, and Facebook
29:56 The Oxford Vaccine (AstraZeneca), three monkeys, and the failed vaccine that got $$$
Dr. Cilla Whatcott - Homeopathy - Interview (No selections are from her interview)
List of Recommended Resources
Note: Since many of these sources are highly censored, you’ll have to decide if the truth is being
suppressed. These are issues of life, health, and freedom or death, illness, and bondage. You may want to
subscribe to their email or text updates or visit the actual site regularly to stay informed.
https://thehighwire.com - Del Bigtree - Perhaps the best video news coverage on Covid issues
https://childrenshealthdefense.org - Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. Mary Holland
https://1986theact.com/watch/ - Film by Dr. Andrew Wakefield about 1986 Act
https://www.drbuttar.com - Dr. Rashid Buttar
https://jameslyonsweiler.com - James Lyons-Weiler PhD
https://7thchakrafilms.com/watch-soon Trailers for all three of Dr. Wakefield’s films
https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org America’s Frontline Doctors
https://vaxxedthemovie.com/ - Highlights Dr. William Thompson’s addmission of the CDC’s MMR
fraudulent study
https://www.lifesitenews.com - a pro-life news site that follows Covid-19 related news
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/05/04/removing-articles-related-to-vitamin-d-cand-zinc.aspx - This illustrates the intensity of censorship - some valuable articles may still be up. Dr.
Mercola was often the number one alternative health site on the internet.
https://truthinmedia.com - Ben Swann
https://thevaccinereaction.org/
https://vaxxter.com/the-covid-vaccines-part-1/ Dr. Sherri Tenpenny
https://healthimpactnews.com
https://www.jeremyrhammond.com
https://www.lewrockwell.com a general news channel critiquing both parites and dealing with Covid
https://www.brighteon.com/channels/robbjerk I don’t endorse all the content on Brighteon.com, but I
appreciate a free forum where information can be posted without censorship (no porn here).
“The first one to plead his cause seems right,
Until his neighbor comes and examines him.”
Proverbs 18:17 (New King James Version)

An online version of this PDF is also available at https://scripturalscrutiny.com/2020/08/02/covideodigest/ . Using the online version allows you to click the links to access sites instead of typing them.
A copy of this PDF will also be added to the VRCovid USB thumb drive to access directly from
your computer.
20210503

